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Abstract

The developments of broadcast technology are very related to the field of audio effects. In the early 
days a broadcast chain was more or less linear, only including different types of amplifiers. From 
there it has developed to a signal path with more and more signal processing. With the 
transformation into the digital domain digital audio effects have become important for the 
broadcaster on various levels.

Radio programmes like radio dramas or the BBC radiophonic workshop rely on audio signal 
processing and have transformed the use of audio effects into an art form. On the other side, 
processing driven by the needs of FM transmission like multiband dynamic processing are 
important for broadcasters to define the station sound and optimize coverage.

With the transformation of broadcasting systems in the future it is expected that also requirements 
and types of digital audio effects will change and develop further.

This talk will present some highlights on the history of audio processing in broadcasting and will 
try to highlight some potential options and needs for future developments in digital audio effects. 
Important aspects that will be discussed are the developments towards spatial audio effects, 
perceptual audio effects and personalized audio effects. 
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